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For more information, go to This item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty. In the event
this item should fail due to manufacturing defects during intended use, we will replace the part
free of charge. This warranty covers the cost of the part only. Shipping is not available to
Canada. Final shipping costs are available at checkout. Created on: Watch this video to learn
how to replace the 8-pin trailer hitch electrical connector on your GMC Sierra or Chevrolet
Silverado. This item may be interchangeable with parts from other brands with the above part
numbers. This information is provided only for reference and does not guarantee that the item
you are purchasing is identical to parts with part numbers from the brands listed above. To
confirm that this item fits your vehicle, use the above "Check Vehicle Fit" option. Not all parts
are the perfect fit. Enter your Vehicle and we'll confirm fit, or help get you to one that will.
Orders ship same day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part faster? Choose expedited
shipping at checkout. Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts
enforced to the strictest product standards. Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our
team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of how-to auto repair videos
specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through your repair. This part will only
fit a vehicle with these options. Clear vehicle X. Year Make Model. Search by Vehicle. Select
your vehicle. Year Make Model Search. Add to Cart. Loading Delivery Options. Delivery options
for:. Estimated Arrival Cost Finalize your delivery options in checkout. Brand : Frequently
bought together. Trailer Hitch Plug Receptacle Dorman Vehicle Fit. Lifetime Warranty This item
is backed by our limited lifetime warranty. Apply penetrating oil to the mounting area Push the
new hitch connector into place Twist the hitch connector clockwise Connect the hitch
connector wiring harness. Watch video. Check Vehicle Fit. Product Reviews. Gmc yukon trailer
hitch. First of all the delivery was fast and on time. The part looks and feels solid like the
original. Instruction video on YouTube was as easy as your doing yourself. Fits like a glove. I
bought three other items from a1auto, this company hasn't failed me yet. Trailer Hitch Plug
Receptacle. Was a exact match to bad plug in on truck. Was a good fit and works great. Great
item! Easy to replace after watching 1A Auto's video. Easy to order just a few days to get to my
house and easy to put on great products thanks guys. Was very pleased with this product. I like
the video that is included on the website on how to install. It was very easy to install and
everything worked. I would recommend this product to anyone. Electric conector. Fast shipping
worked as advertised would highly recommend 1aauto. Very easy. Thought my 20 year old plug
was my problem. Turns out it was a fuse. No harm in a new plug. Easy to install just a flat head
screwdriver and everything went in easy and fit right. Fit my Suburban perfectly. Exact
replacement from original. It does not have the GM logo on it like the original, but it is made by
the same company as original. I have the factory tow package on my truck what I'm looking for
is the plug connector that plugs into this receptacle do you all sell that? Wesley M. Mirrors
should be replaced in an "option for option" fashion. If your mirrors do not have the same
options that are listed in our listing, there is a possibility that this mirror may not function
properly. Please let us know if you have any other questions. Emma F. Have a chevy silverado ,
don't have no plug at all just 6 wires hanging down, can I just put a 4 flat plug on it wired color
to color and it work??? Shane H. This will be unable to fit unless the connectors are all the
same. Call Now Customer service. Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest quality, direct fit
replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. USA Customer Support
Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here
to help. Instructional Video Library Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year,
make and model guide you step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy.
Narrow Your Results: Select your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before proceeding,
select your Vehicle, to verify this Part will fit. Year Customer reviews. Write a review. How are
ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. See All
Buying Options. Add to Wish List. This page works best with JavaScript. Disabling it will result
in some disabled or missing features. You can still see all customer reviews for the product.
Top positive review. Reviewed in the United States on May 29, I bought it new , miles ago. It is
17 years old and the plastic trailer plug had been used many-many times. The flap door had
come off and that actually holds the trailer plug in.. So I was going to buy a auto store generic
and cut wires and install. But checked here to see if the connector was cheaper, As I hate auto
stores.. They will not take care of you because they answer the phone all the time. Like that guy
on the phone can give them money faster than the guy in front of them?? So click click I
ordered online.. It came it had directions. It was 5 minutes labor.. One person found this helpful.
Top critical review. Reviewed in the United States on August 4, Agree pollock plugin substituted
for dorman. Does not fit my Sierra hd denali. Even though they say it will. Sort by. Top reviews
Most recent Top reviews. Filter by. All reviewers Verified purchase only All reviewers. All stars 5

star only 4 star only 3 star only 2 star only 1 star only All positive All critical All stars. Text,
image, video Image and video reviews only Text, image, video. There was a problem filtering
reviews right now. Please try again later. From the United States. Verified Purchase. Showing 0
comments. There was a problem loading comments right now. This is a Pollak unit in a Dorman
Box. Says Pollak right on the front of it. Install is easy. Mine has 10 years of Ohio corrosion on
it. Push in the tab and the wiring harness pops right off will rain some debris down in the
process. To pull the old unit, push in the locking tab with a flat head screwdriver it will probably
break, no biggie. If looking at the back of it where the factory harness plugs in, rotate
counter-clockwise. You will need wide, adjust pliers to grip and turn it as it won't budge by
hand. Install is reverse of removal. Perfect fit and restored lost function. The lid cracked on my
OEM trailer plug and wouldn't stay on the pivot pin any longer. I ran it for a while without the
cover but water got in and reeked havoc on the wiring causing corrosion around the pins. I
could keep the exterior surfaces clean and that worked for a while but eventually I started
having problems in the wiring connector. Symptoms included not constantly getting a backup
light signal which kept the disk brake lockout from working which kept the trailer from backing
consistently to having the cruise control shut off when you used the turn signal to cruise
control not working when you had the headlights on. I only traced it to this connector because
of the backup light problems and the fact that they all got better if the connector was wet. This
was hard to track down and I thought I was going to have to replace the whole thing but this
was easy to install once I managed to get the crusty connector off the back of the OEM one and
get it cleaned with just depressing a tab and turning. Installation is just as easy, I cleaned the
contacts very well with contact cleaner and put some dielectric grease on before plugging in the
connector. Now all function is restored and the seals work great to keep the water out and the
trailer connectors fit much better. Wish I would have just replaced it sooner, for the price I have
no complaints. My OEM plug on my '03 Silverado did the classic UV rot and was falling to
pieces, and the cover was long gone causing water to ingress. For very little cost this make the
plug like new and should last as long if not longer than the OEM one. It is shocking what the
dealership wants for a similar part! This plugged right in to the OE spot for a Silverado The cap
has strong spring retention holding the cover closed firmly when not in use. This does not feel
cheep nor does it seem like its going to break. All you have to do to get this swapped out is look
at your plug face on the truck and find the 2 detentes plastic retainers that should be visible
from the bumper and twist the outlet from the back and the plug should come right out. Remove
the plug from the back swap out the plug and reverse the operation. Done and done. No need
for any re wiring or messing around with wiring a different style plug into the truck. I would
defiantly recommend this if you need to replace the outlet. Right price and a perfect
replacement for my GMC Classic. Remove the wire - Unplug the old one twist , remove it,add a
little di-electric grease , plug the new one into the factory bracket give it a twist and plug the
wire harness back in. I watched a You Tube video which was perfect and even the same brand
item and it is a simple fix. You can do this! Very easy to install, simply remove the original
factory wiring harness by pressing the lock tab in, and twisting. Remove the wiring harness,
and install the new one by reversing the process. Cover is spring loaded which not only
ensures that it stays free of dirt and rust, but also helps hold the trailer wiring harness firmly in
place so it doesn't back-out. After you kind of figure out how to get the old one off it is a 1
minute swap. Replacing mine due to the door breaking off. Manufacturing is Just off a tad bit
from oem causing an extremely tight fit. It caused one of the locking tabs to break. The other
holds the plug just fine. Images in this review. Get fast answers from reviewers. Please make
sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Need customer
service? Click here. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon
Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment
Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs.
Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from
Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by
sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you've
entered a valid question. You can edit your question or post anyway. Please enter a question.
Dorman Products, Inc. We've earned our reputation for excellence from over three decades of
experience in providing automotive replacement parts, fasteners and service line products

primarily for the automotive aftermarket. Our prestigious position stems from a unique
combination of application expertise, innovative product design, and breadth of product
offerings, many of which are not conveniently or economically available elsewhere. At Dorman,
we take pride in the quality of our products and in your satisfaction. Dorman is a leading auto
parts manufacturer founded in the United States and headquartered in Colmar, Pennsylvania.
Our story began with the first mass market automobile. We were one of the first companies to
deliver replacement products for the automotive aftermarket, and we remain at the forefront
today. We give repair professionals and vehicle owners greater freedom to fix cars and trucks
by focusing on solutions that save time and money and increase convenience and reliability.
Our team is constantly looking for problems to solve and turning them into new product ideas.
We offer an always-evolving catalog of parts, covering both light duty and heavy duty vehicles,
from chassis to body, from underhood to undercar, and from hardware to complex electronics.
Skip to main content. Loading recommendations for you. Adding to Cart Added to Cart. Not
Added. Item is in your Cart. View Cart Proceed to checkout. We do not have any
recommendations at this time. Fastest delivery: Thursday, Feb 25 Order within 58 mins. In
Stock. Add to Cart. Ships from and sold by Amazon. Add gift options. Dorman Trailer Plug.
Brand: Dorman. Secure transaction. Returns Policy. Amazon Delivered. Your transaction is
secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system
encrypts your information during transmission. Frequently bought together. Add all three to
Cart. FREE Shipping. More items to explore. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.
Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Register a free business account.
Exclusive access to cleaning, safety, and health supplies. Create a free business account to
purchase. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your
search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower
price? From the manufacturer. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top
reviews from Canada. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later.
Verified Purchase. This looked just like the original one but the groove it slides in was too tight.
Tried bending the flange on the truck slightly to accommodate It starting to no avail. I put
silicone spray on it to no avail then grease. Then one of the retainers that would normally hold it
secure broke off. Should have went to the dealer. Save your money, this is poor quality. It was
exactly as specified, fits my GMC perfectly and works great. The price was the icing on the cake.
Same fit as OEM. I recommend di-electric grease on the back of the plug to ensure a water tight
seal. Perfect replacement GMC Sierra One person found this helpful. Slightly different shape
than OEM however fits factory slot and plug perfectly. Took all of 2 minutes to swap over.
Seems to have resolved my connection problems I had with the factory plug. Fits right in place
of the original without issue. Return due to wrong part ordered on my part. Fit and function
superb! Plugged right into the existing harness on the sierra hd and locked into the stock
holder on the bumper. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. I bought it new , miles
ago. It is 17 years old and the plastic trailer plug had been used many-many times. The flap door
had come off and that actually holds the trailer plug in.. So I was going to buy a auto store
generic and cut wires and install. But checked here to see if the connector was cheaper, As I
hate auto stores.. They will not take care of you because they answer the phone all the time.
Like that guy on the phone can give them money faster than the guy in front of them?? So click
click I ordered online.. It came it had directions. It was 5 minutes labor.. This is a Pollak unit in a
Dorman Box. Says Pollak right on the front of it. Install is easy. Mine has 10 years of Ohio
corrosion on it. Push in the tab and the wiring harness pops right off will rain some debris down
in the process. To pull the old unit, push in the locking tab with a flat head screwdriver it will
probably break, no biggie. If looking at the back of it where the factory harness plugs in, rotate
counter-clockwise. You will need wide, adjust pliers to grip and turn it as it won't budge by
hand. Install is reverse of removal. Perfect fit and restored lost function. The lid cracked on my
OEM trailer plug and wouldn't stay on the pivot pin any longer. I ran it for a while without the
cover but water got in and reeked havoc on the wiring causing corrosion around the pins. I
could keep the exterior surfaces clean and that worked for a while but eventually I started
having problems in the wiring connector. Symptoms included not constantly getting a backup
light signal which kept the disk brake lockout from working which kept the trailer from backing
consistently to having the cruise control shut off when you used the turn signal to cruise
control not working when you had the headlights on. I only traced it to this connector because
of the backup light problems and the fact that they all got better if the connector was wet. This
was hard to track down and I thought I was going to have to replace the whole thing but this

was easy to install once I managed to get the crusty connector off the back of the OEM one and
get it cleaned with just depressing a tab and turning. Installation is just as easy, I cleaned the
contacts very well with contact cleaner and put some dielectric grease on before plugging in the
connector. Now all function is restored and the seals work great to keep the water out and the
trailer connectors fit much better. Wish I would have just replaced it sooner, for the price I have
no complaints. My OEM plug on my '03 Silverado did the classic UV rot and was falling to
pieces, and the cover was long gone causing water to ingress. For very little cost this make the
plug like new and should last as long if not longer than the OEM one. It is shocking what the
dealership wants for a similar part! This plugged right in to the OE spot for a Silverado The cap
has strong spring retention holding the cover closed firmly when not in use. This does not feel
cheep nor does it seem li
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ke its going to break. All you have to do to get this swapped out is look at your plug face on the
truck and find the 2 detentes plastic retainers that should be visible from the bumper and twist
the outlet from the back and the plug should come right out. Remove the plug from the back
swap out the plug and reverse the operation. Done and done. No need for any re wiring or
messing around with wiring a different style plug into the truck. I would defiantly recommend
this if you need to replace the outlet. Pages with related products. See and discover other items:
trailer hitches. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find,
attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Shopbop Designer
Fashion Brands. Warehouse Deals Open-Box Discounts. Amazon Renewed Like-new products
you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life.

